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Renacho Melgar

B

orn in San Salvador, El Salvador 1980 Self-taught painter, lover of used books, independent cinema, coffee and
beer. He draws and paints every day he is married with a
landscape, his wife. His work has been exhibited in Cambodia, Cuba, Peru, Australia, Panama, the Dominican Republic,
Argentina, Chile, Ecuador, France and all of Central America.
His graphic has illustrated magazines of culture and Art in
Central America, he has made murals in Central America,
Costa Rica, Panama, Colombia and Ecuador, and believes
that his best works of art are in the streets of Latin America.
Renacho Melgar is one of those rebellious artists who only
care about satisfying his own expressive needs, do not adhere
to aesthetic, guild or social canons, his conception of art is independent, sovereign and in defending it his life goes away .
He lets himself be touched by reality, he is concerned about
his environment and the people who inhabit it, but above all
he is convinced that something can change every time he
delivers his work to the human beings that surround him.
Aida Parraga
Salvadoran poet

MURALISM

I

consider my work in two times, my
work of easel and the other that is
the art that is on the street, created
and made for the walker, for people in general, for those that does
not have time to go to a museum.
I believe that art is a tool of social expression, which can change the way
society sees and feels, that is why my
muralistic work is influenced by my
way of seeing the world. I also like
that people get involved at the time
of designing and creating the piece.
The work of Renacho Melgar is related to society as soon as he observes it, analyzes and constructs for
it some languages that show it in its
relevant constitutive aspects, incorporating in it what to do functional
needs: architecture, objectuality of
use, relations with space inhabited
amalgamable and related to those
who inhabit it, the work of the artist
has built collective and individual cosmogonies that with the passage of
time, the information and cultural options, have ended up in artistic works.
This demonstrates that his social
mission in art is to expand knowledge
from country to country, mediate, educate and include people in the culture.
Cristina Carrasco
Ecuadoran art curator

“... Any wall is suitable to cast my art on it...”
Renacho Melgar

Painting

T

he characters of Renacho Melgar are made up of small pieces
drawn and outlined with black and
colored inside, forming as a whole
a kind of pictorial mosaic. It can
be said that Renacho suffers from
Horci Vaciu, Vacuum Horror, obsession to cover the entire surface without leaving a gap without painting,
used both in Islamic Art and Byzantine Art, Baroque and Rococo.
One quality of Renacho Melgar’s
works is his coloring. A colorful tropical, strident, fiery passionate, imposing. Renacho is a natural colorist,
he has the color in his blood and he
transforms into art everything he sees
and what he touches with his tireless
brushes. The curved lines suggest
delicacy, softness and sensuality.
The presence of the eyes in his works
is another characteristic of Renacho,
the eye as a symbol “of the one who
sees everything” and that also has
a dual meaning: Reception and Expression. In the painting of Renacho
there is much more than what we see
with the naked eye. There is a world
of symbols that must be deciphered.
By: Mario Castrillo
Salvadoran Art Critic

Body Art

A

nd in the end, Renacho is a
naughty and malicious child
who with a brush in his hand becomes “danger”: every wall is a canvas. But not only the walls, shoes,
carts, doors of abandoned houses
also the bodies of men and women.
His tireless search for a new medium to express himself, which at the
same time is a medium to communicate, speaks to us very eloquently of
the great vitality of this great artist.
Aida Parraga
Salvadoran poet
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